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 (Thanks to Arrogant a.k.a. Jeffri) The first, and probably only, anime dedicated solely to robot battles. Each episode is a stand-alone story about how a team of robots live their lives. Episode 3 introduces the robots, episode 4 is devoted to the evil Dr. Driller’s network and the final episode wraps up. (Thanks to Thaddeus) 4. Armored Trooper VOTOMS Season 1 Ada Wong is a bounty hunter-slash-
syndicate armorer. She is commissioned by the mafia to capture the “Devil’s Buggy”, a robotic vehicle used by various crime syndicates. She acquires the buggy, though not before it has left behind a valuable clue in the form of a tracking device. However, she has to work with the OAV-specific code name “VOTOMS”. (Thanks to Anonymous, Rob Conley) 3. Robotech Season 1 (BD) The story

revolves around the colonization of the planet Dee-Arrah by a group of humans, the Invidians, and the advent of a robot pilot who leads them to the discovery of the magical planet Zentraedi, the home of the Zentraedi and their creator, the renegade Zentraedi scientist Cyberion. (Thanks to anonymous) 2. DOA: Dead or Alive 3 This game is not to be confused with the Karate series, which is a series
of fighting games in the fighting game genre. The DOA series is a tokusatsu film series, which means it’s about fighting robots fighting in dojos. In this series, humans have created their own martial art, Dead Or Alive, which allows them to control robots of their own design to fight enemies. If that wasn’t confusing enough, the human fighters can actually control and inhabit the robot bodies they

create. (Thanks to nenolibyers) 1. Yu-Gi-Oh! TRADING CARD GAME: VRAINS Season 1 (BD) The premise of the series is that each player owns a deck made up of one monster, one Effect monster, and one Synchro monster. By playing cards in the other player’s face-down card pool, the players can try to get their monsters on the field and can use the cards in their pool to gain control 82157476af
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